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Motivation Declanation

Earban
Dictionary
is written
by you

The slow steady decline of ones enthusiasm throughout the day.

Typical daily cycle at an NJCL convention

Define a Word

Open Certamen!
All Novice Open Certamen
Rounds will be held in CS1.
All Intermediate Rounds will
be held in CGC.
All Upper Open Certamen
Rounds will be held in MMS
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The Convention Ear would like to not apologize
for neglecting to put the horoscope for Cancer
in the horoscope section. Cancer sucks.
Thus, we left Cancer out of the horoscopes
to symbolize our hope that actual cancer will
be as absent as the zodiac sign was from our
horoscope.
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Be

Check out the brackets
on the 1st floor of Coates
University Center

Science Fiction and Classics:
If you are interested in a reading list
from Bob Cape’s colloquium send
Professor Cape an email asking for the
list. He will be glad to send it to you. His
email is rcape@austincollege.edu
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Snap Queen
A snap queen is someone whose SnapChat game is always on
point. See The Ear’s SnapChat, ConventionEar for examples.

“I’m like, “Hey, what’s up? Hello.”
saw your snap story soon as you came in the door
I just wanna chill, cause your snaps are on a roll
Showed me how to filter, now I’m fiterin’ for low
She my snap queen, and I can’t stop the show”
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Texas English
Spelling things however you please because no one will mess with
you

San Antiono
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Cards controling Humanity

The state of being addicted to card games. These JCLers can be
found playing card games at all hours of the day and are known to
who carry at least five packs so as to never be without a fix.

Marcus: Hey man, why don’t we go play some ludi soccer?
You’ve been playing this same game of war since the first
GA.
Sextus: I can’t. I’ve almost got the whole deck!
*To help stage an intervention for a JCLer with this dangerous problem close to
you contact Dr. Philoctetes at (717)666-7954
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Sled Pressing
The dance of sleep deprivation.

“Bro, did you see Stu? He was sled pressing all the way up
the satirs to GA!”

Also I can kill you with my brain. #
TeamPegafrog
Dear Lina Wang
Thnx ;)
With love, Emily Tokarski
Dear Emily Tokarski,
I like ur crocs
Good nice, Lina Wang
I think everyone should follow the
@JCPuns Twitter account. It’s
hilarious
Philadelphia Boys’ Latin - Welcome
to Convention - your sock from CT
Shout out to the SCL for all the
good work! (especially you TN folk)
Maximas gratias to Sherwin and
Vicki - for everything
Connor, Natalie, Teresa, Siana,
Sarah + Evan; You are an
awesome delegation and we are
so proud to be your sponsors!
Ex animo, Maistri Cook, Knowles
atque Moore.
Cass Plowman Man of the plow.
Plow us to victory cincinnatus
- Area F Amici
To Master’s Academy students in
NC
So glad you are able to experience
nationals in San Antonio! I
appreciate your efforts I love you
tons! Magistrate Madden
To Marissa from LA
Hope you’re having a wonderful
1st convention! Way to go in using
your talent as an awesome Greek
student! Keep swinging in that
porch swing and listening to the
music!
Dear NC Certamen Players
Way to go in representing North
Carolina. We’re proud of you!
“How old are you?” “Boston”
S/O to CT for serenading me
ILYSM [heart eyes emoji x3]
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Nert
Someone who is way over the top with enthusiasm about one particular aspect of JCL. There are certamen nerts. There are spirit
nerts. There are Ludi nerts. There are graphic arts nerts.

If you’re reading this its too late, and you’re already a nert.
She my snap queen, and I can’t stop the show”
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San Antiono Scorcher

Dear Texas kids,
Thanks for having lunch with me.
Our selfies were awesome and so
are you!
Love, Susie
Casse, Dante, Arthur Peter, Jordan,
keep working and shoot for the
stars
Curse your sudden but inevitable
betrayal! #TeamPegafrog
Can there be such game in the
mind of Ryan?
Wow, I never realized how much
we use idioms... #TeamPegafrog

The scalding hot plates JCLers must handle to transport pizza
to their table. They are washed in the Phlegethon River after use.

It’s all nice that we got 2nd in
spirit but how is Tennessee a large
state?#howsway

Jane had no skin left on her hands after an excruciating walk
holding two San Antiono Scorchers.

Parva,
Tu es Magistra Optima! You are a
true leader and amazing wife! Glad
to get to witness it all!
Love you, The Roof
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Burgessing
Being flagrantly ignorant of all
NJCL Convention rules and
regulation in an ostentatious
manner, triggering the wrath of
Ms. Burgess

Steve totes Burgessed
when he wore a crop top and
obnoxiously short shorts while
dancing wearing cleats and a
full body morphsuit.
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Susie,
I love your chalk and cartoon posters! You are so cute!
T my amazing CP JCLers,
I am so proud to have led you. I will
miss you so much! Love, Anna
I <3 shirtless Will.
- Anon
LMAOOOOOOO Peri,
touching all yr stuff—nice hair gel,
baby
- Amethyst
Anyone seen or found touching
my picture of Rose ((<3)) will face
swift and harsh consequences.
-The elegant and talented pearl
PS: I’m looking at you, Amethyst

Missouri Deepfry

Thanks for forgetting me. Real
classy. - Karkat V.

Chicken nuggets as a garnish.

G. Canis dicit Victorian ales habere; Hodie vobis iterum vincendum
esse ut cras contendere possitis.

See the Lo Mein from Mabee dining hall Tuesday night at
dinner.

Hi, Trace. ;)
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Stank

A condition of intense body odor caused by shoeless sweaty, and
overheated JCLers lacking deoderent dancing en masse.

Ricky’s immense stank allowed him to always remain in the
center of the circle as everyone gave him wide berth.
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Indiana Back Scratch

When a Syzmanski(sp obvi) comes up behind you and scratches
your back but can’t quite reach the upper back.

Nelson jumped out of his shoes upon recieving an Indiana
Backscratch from Elizabeth.

Teresa,
I am so, so proud of you for doing
so much for Maine SCL the past
few years, and I am overjoyed
that you’ve joined SCL. See you in
Boston this fall, Hillary
I’m totally the best roommate
because I saw Filbert messing with
the lights again.
AC - Thanks for being a great help
with Latin...oh yeah and also a
great hubby! HB
To the CDA Intrepid 4:
If you don’t see this by 6PM - 60
million points!
Hey Bruce,
can you bring me some
Whataburger?
CC: Tony
Jack, don’t stop dancing - DA
#TeamEditor
Susie, don’t stop dancing - DA
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Massachusetts Mixup

When members of the MAJCL certamen team go to the wrong
room.

In a classic Massachusetts mix-up, the MAJCL advanced
Certamen team went to room 223 instead of 232
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Louisiana Log Roll

A go to dance move of NSCL President Kurt Ristroph

All present were astounded when Kurt unleashed his 		
Louisiana Log Roll

Nelson, don’t stop dancing - DA
Ruiqi Memie Quam got me feelin
some typa way
You wish you could
#PlayCertamenLikeOurGirls! For
one of LJCL’s best Certamen runs
- gratias maximas vobis ago ex
imo corde. - Chandler
You wish you could
#PlayCertamenLikeOurGirls! For
one of LJCL’s best Certamen runs
- gratias maximas vobis ago ex
imo corde. - Chandler
Shoutout to my girl Yolanda!
Amor viri apud tres.
G, Canus, thank you for everything
you do and have done for florida
Certamen. Amicitia, Vergilius
Amor viri in academicis
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Personal Peggy
Someone who sends in waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay too many
personals, akin to how this definition uses waaaaaaaaaaaaaaay
too many “a’s”

Peggy’s face was obscured by the enormous stack of
personals that she carried.
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Milwaukee Glory Run

The victory lap the Wisconsin
Ludi teams take after winning a
Ludi event

Still fresh after
demolishing all opponents in
Ludi Basketball, Wisconsin
embarked on an intense and
exhiliarating Milwaukee Glory
Run all over Trinity.

SCL’s Joey and Kyle are looking
for one Joey Kyle from Texas for a
once in a lifetime photo opportunity
on stage immediately following
That’s Entertainment.
I would gladly risk meeting the
Vashta Nerada to get out of the
sun on my way to the Dining Hall.
- Ellie, Louisiana
To Abby Brie from Wisconsin,
I saw you standing across the
dance floor
Never have I seen a girl so
flawless before
Our eyes met, my heart you seized
We danced, you left, your number
not received
Give me a chance to make this
right
Meet me at Coates for cheese
tonight
Please make this boy’s dream
come true
If I don’t see you, I’ll be very blue
(8, Coates University 2nd floor
Woodlawn)
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Trinity Trifecta

Getting online successfully three times in one day

Cat Anstresty.com
Trace your feral cat’s history!

Despite sled pressing, Stu managed to accomplish a Trinity
Trifecta, allowing him to flourish as a snap queen.
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SCL Slam

A tasteful sidehug

Bidding the JCLer farewell, Trace parted ways with an SCL
Slam

Tu ne cede malis, sed contra
audentior ito
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Competitive Certamen
A way to trick JCLers into studying during their summer vacation
The greatest battle of mental skill known to mankind, where
JCLers flex their quick reaction times and vast knowledge of all
things related to Rome and Greece in an awe-inspiring showcase.

2015 NJCL Competitive Certamen Semi-Finals
Chapman
Auditorium
Novice

VA – NC – DC

THOMPSON, Rist

CSI 437
Novice

GA – FL – TX

SLOAN, Masoni

CSI 448
Novice

MA – IL – TN

BICKLEY, Gollan

Chapman 104
Intermediate

IL – VA – WI

DOBROSAVLJEVIC,
Sangco-Jackson

Chapman 105
Intermediate

TX – FL – OH

ANDINO, Stone

Chapman 109
Intermediate

MA – GA – TN

SCHEARER,
Smith-Laird

Now available on itunes:
Susan Schearer Sings the Classics
including the JCL song!

After Novice and Intermediate Semi-Finals
Chapman
Auditorium
Advanced

TX – FL – WI

SLOAN
Andino
Hochberg

CSI 437
Advanced

GA – IL – OH

STONE
Dobrosavljevic
Thompson

CSI 448
Advanced

VA – CA – MA

GOLLAN
Bickley
Sangco-Jackson

Water you need it!
#Don’tBeThirsty
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Fruf

Cool, sick, totally bro, of course, ahh heck yeah, for sure, what
are we waiting for, righteous. Usually used in reply to something
or when describing something or someone. Only to be used in a
positive context. Originated from “first grade stuff.”

“Hey, wanna go boarding?” “Fruf yeah!

Get your very own JCL oven
mit for those hot plates in
Mabee! They are being sold
at the Bazaar with Prima for
the low low price of $99!

